
Step 1: Click on the “Find Property/Cooperative Agreement/TBA” tab at the top of the homepage. 

 

Step 2: Choose whether you want to search for a cooperative agreement or a property, then select the 

criteria you want to use to refine your search. Click “Filter Now” to see the results of your search.  

 

 

The column containing the available 

search criteria. Please note that on 

the website the column continues 

and there are additional search 

options. 

Choose whether you want to 

search for cooperative 

agreements/TBAs or properties. 



Step 3: Below are the results of searching for assessments grants in Massachusetts awarded in the fiscal 

years 2013 – 2016, inclusive.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 4: Clicking on a cooperative agreement brings you to that agreement’s home page. On this page is a 

wealth of information pertaining to the cooperative agreement. There is a column on the right-hand 

side of the page listing all of the information available.  

ACRES gives the total number of cooperative 

agreements/TBAs that met the search criteria, as well as 

a list of all the search criteria used.  

ACRES displays each cooperative agreement that meets the search criteria here. A purple 

circle next to the recipient name indicates that the cooperative agreement is closed; a green 

circle indicates that the cooperative agreement is still open. The cooperative agreement 

number is listed, as are the associated properties, the state, the announcement year, and the 

cooperative agreement type. 



 

 

 

 

 

Please note that for TBAs this process is a little complicated. Since TBAs are not, strictly speaking, grants, 

they do not have cooperative agreement numbers. As a work-around to this problem, TBAs are assigned 

a location based on the location of the appropriate region’s regional headquarters’ office. This means, 

for example, that all TBAs awarded to recipients from Region 3 will be listed in ACRES as being in 

Pennsylvania. In order to you will have to search for TBAs by region, and then click on the “View 

Properties” link under each TBA to see the state in which the work of the TBA is being performed.  

 

 

 

 

 

Clicking on one of these links will take you directly to 

that section of the cooperative agreement home page.  



Each property in ACRES also has its own home page. You can access a property’s home page in three 

ways. You can search for a property directly by choosing to search for properties in Step 2; you can click 

on the “Property Home” link under the name of each property listed in the “Properties Addressed By 

This Cooperative Agreement” section of the cooperative agreement homepage; or you can, on the 

results page of a cooperative agreement search, click “View” under the “Associated Properties” tab and 

then click on a specific property.  

Below is a sample snapshot of a property home page.  

 

In this column are links to all of the information on the 

property home page. 


